Seaquaria Ocean Education

CLIMATE CHANGE
Education Package

What is Climate Change?
Climate change refers to long-term shifts in temperature and weather patterns. Although
there are natural causes, such as variations in the solar cycle, the concern is that the speed
of this change has increased rapidly in recent decades.
Ever since the Industrial Revolution in the 18th and 19th Century, humans have
been the main drivers of climate change. This is due to the amount of fossil fuels
we burn like coal, oil, and gas as well as large-scale agriculture and deforestation.
These activities release greenhouse gases like carbon
dioxide and methane into our atmosphere, creating a
'greenhouse effect' that traps the sun's heat, warming our
planet's land and water temperatures.
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Let's take a closer look
on the next page.....

Energy absorbed

The ocean covers 70% of our planet and provides us with the food we eat and
oxygen we breathe. It is within our oceans that almost all of the heat trapped by
the greenhouse effect is stored. This threatens the animals and plants that live
there and the ecosystem we rely on.
Although carbon dioxide (CO2) is used in photosynthesis by marine organisms such
as phytoplankton and kelp, they absorb only about 1/3 of the amount produced by
humans. A consequence of this excess CO2 is ocean acidification.

So if our oceans are storing most of this
heat, why do we experience climate change
on land?
The ocean plays an important role in our environment. Without our
oceans absorbing heat and spreading it around more evenly, our planet
would be a lot hotter than it is now! As our oceans warm, however, the
sea level is rising and the currents are changing. This means there will
be changes in weather patterns around the world and more severe
weather events like flooding.

What effects might we see on Vancouver Island?
With our local environment in mind, brainstorm how
climate change and our warming oceans would affect us
here in Victoria.

Ocean Acidification
One of the effects of emitting greenhouse gases is
ocean acidification. This process is caused by
carbon dioxide absorbed from the atmosphere and
is harmful to sea life. An acidic ocean prevents
animals like oysters from growing their shells
properly- the minerals they need are eaten up in the
acidic environment.
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Carbon dioxide mixes with water
to produce carbonic acid. This in
3
turn, takes up carbonate, which is
required by many organisms to
produce their shells.

Our native oyster species, the Olympia Oyster
feeds by sucking in water, removing organic
and inorganic matter and releasing clean
water- a crucial ecosystem service!
What other species in our local waters would be affected by ocean acidification?

Our Warming Oceans
Did you know there are underwater forests?
Here in the Salish Sea we have kelp forests that host a huge amount
of biodiversity. These forests provide food, shelter, and the fish and
shellfish that live here feed orcas, sea lions, seabirds, and humans!
Through photosynthesis these forests also store carbon and provide
us with oxygen. Much of the life supported by kelp forests is of high
cultural importance for our indigenous communities as well.

These forests thrive in our cold nutrient-rich waters, but as
the ocean temperature rises, these forests are at risk.
Warmer conditions result in a higher population of sea
urchins, which feed on kelp. If the sea urchin population gets
too large, the whole forest could be eaten up and we would
lose all the biodiversity they house.

Race Rocks Ecological Reserve (XwaYeN) is home to a local kelp
forest just a short distance from our inner harbour!

XwaYeN, meaning fast flowing water, was
designated an ecological reserve in 1980.
The strong tidal currents here allow for
nutrients to flow and support a variety of
species. To further protect the area, in
2000 it was designated a marine protected
area- this means there is no fishing or
collecting of marine life. Measures like
these help protect and conserve ecological
diversity!

Fun fact! Southern Vancouver Island's ONLY resident sea
otter lives here- he helps control the urchin population as
he is one of their only predators.

What Can We Do To Help?
We can make our commute more environmentally friendly by biking, carpooling, or
using public transit so there are fewer vehicles on the road
We can reduce how much energy we use by making sure to turn off lights and
appliances when we are not using them
We can eat food that is grown locally- or even grow some of our own food to
reduce emissions from transportation
We can also help our oceans by advocating for more marine protected areas like
Race Rocks!
What other ways can you think of? Get together in groups to come up with some solutions for
ocean warming and acidification!

Seaquaria Resources

https://seaquaria.org/educator-resources/

Visit our website for a wide variety of learning resources you can use in your classroom!

Shell Shocked: illustrate the effect of ocean acidification and relate it to human impacts on the
ocean
World Oceans Week Activity Booklet: Help
celebrate and learn about some of our ocean
organisms
Species Research Booklet: This is a guided research
project perfect for discovering the biology and ecology of
an interesting species

And Many More!

https://www.worldwildlife.org/stories/how-climate-change-relates-to-oceans
https://www.oecd.org/ocean/topics/climate-change-ocean/
https://www.iucn.org/resources/issues-briefs/ocean-warming
https://ocean.si.edu/ocean-life/invertebrates/ocean-acidification
https://e360.yale.edu/features/as-oceans-warm-the-worlds-giant-kelp-forests-begin-to-disappear
https://sooke.ca/district-services/departments/environmental-services/riparian-areas/
https://www.ictinc.ca/blog/first-nations-salmon-fisheries
https://pacificwild.org/salmon-a-keystone-species/
https://www.kqed.org/science/1915421/theres-something-fishy-about-these-trees-deep-look

